
Anne of Green Gables

Key Words for Review

The teacher may wish to review the following vocabulary 
words for meaning and pronunciation.

Column 1 lists the words.

Column 2 divides the word into syllables.  The accented 
syllable is shown in bold text. When a syllable ends in an 
open vowel (as in  fa/mous, po/ny, ba/con), the student 
must know to give the vowel a “long” sound.   Sometimes 
syllable division here does not follow dictionary standards.  
This is done to simplify pronunciation.

Underneath each word is a sentence or short paragraph 
using it in context.
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Anne of Green Gables

Key Words for Review

Chapter 1:  Matthew is Surprised

1. adopt a/dopt
When you adopt a child, the child becomes a part of your family.

2. bag bag
On the day of my trip, I packed my things in a bag.  Bag is another word for suitcase.

3. chores chore + s
A chore is a job that has to be done.

4. easier ea/sy + er
This test is easy, but the test last week was even easier.

5. faded fade + ed
If something is faded, it looks old because some of the color is gone.

6. giving give + ing
The teacher is giving us a test.

7. hitched hitch + ed
When you want a horse to pull a wagon, you have to hitch the horse to the wagon first.

8. kind kind
A kind person is friendly and helpful.

9. married mar/ry + ed
We fell in love in the spring and got married in the summer.

10. orphans or/phan + s
When a child’s mother and father both die, the child becomes an orphan.

11. triangle tri/an/gle
A shape with four sides is called a square.  A shape with three sides is called a triangle.

12. worries wor/ry + s
He couldn’t sleep because he had too many worries.
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Anne of Green Gables

Key Words for Review

Chapter 2:  Marilla is Surprised

1. braids braid + s
I have long hair.  In the hot summer, I wear my hair in braids to keep it off my neck.

2. cried cry + ed
“Look out!” cried the man, as the horse came towards us.

3. freckles frec/kle + s
Kids who have red hair often have freckles on their faces. Freckles are light brown spots.

4. hips hip + s
Your hips are on your sides, right below your waist.

5. platform plat/form
When you are going to get on a train, you can stand on the platform in the station
to wait for it.

6. ponds pond + s
A pond is a small lake.

7. shy shy
The boy was afraid to talk to the girls.  He was really shy.
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Anne of Green Gables

Key Words for Review

Chapter 3:  Marilla Makes Up Her Mind

1. babies ba/by + s
The twins looked more alike when they were babies.

2. boring bore + ing
I didn’t want to finish the book because it was too boring.

3. fever fe/ver
In the 1800’s, people often died from scarlet fever.

4. heartbroken heart/broke + en
If you are very very sad, you might say that you are heartbroken.

5. nightgown night/gown
Every night, I like to sleep in a clean nightgown.

6. relatives rel/a/tive + s
Your sisters and brothers and cousins are some of your relatives.

7. smiling smile + ing
He was happy, so he was smiling at everyone.

8. staring stare + ing
He didn’t move or talk at all.  He just sat and stared at the fire.

9. useful use + ful
It would be useful if we could find a broom to clean up this mess.
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